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A Traffic System for Evesham
Part 1: Report on the Public Meeting held at the Evesham Town Hall on the 28th June 2016
Organised by
The Vale of Evesham Civic Society
The meeting started at 7.00pm and was chaired by Dr. Sue Ablett.
Dr. Ablett opened the meeting by welcoming everyone, introducing herself and setting out the purpose of the
meeting. She believed Evesham to be a wonderful riverside town but that traffic flows within and around the town
caused severe problems for residents and visitors alike.
She explained that there was a Survey currently being conducted by Worcestershire County Council Highways
Department to establish Traffic flows on all the main routes in, out and around the Town. It was hoped that the
purpose of the survey, the History of the Town’s Roads, to the present day, and the 5 proposals selected by the Civic
Society to address the problem would form the basis of this meeting. It would be a power point presentation and
each speaker would have about 5 minutes to present their “solution”. Questions from the floor would be invited
after each speaker.
Introduction and History
Colin Tether, although speaking on behalf of the Civic Society, noted that he was also a Town Councillor and briefly
explained his background involvement in Highway Planning in Greater London. Making a Powerpoint presentation he
presented a brief History of Evesham’s Road Systems from around 1150, when the old bridge was built by the monks
of Evesham Abbey. In 1374, the only bridge was swept away and later its span broken during the Civil War. Around
1850, when the bridge was getting seriously over capacity, a woman was crushed to death crossing the bridge so a
decision was made to replace it and the Workman Bridge was built. A second bridge and viaduct, The Abbey Bridge,
was opened in 1928 easing traffic in and out of the town. This was replaced in 2012/13.
Around 1965 Bridge Street was made one way uphill, and the Swan Lane, Chapel Street, Mill Street route made one
way from High Street to Workman Bridge. This was a clockwise system. In 1987 Evesham bypass opened and 1988
Market Place was pedestrianised: until then traffic had gone around the Town Hall. The A46 Evesham to Salford
Priors dual carriageway was opened in 1995, bypassing Norton.
Around 1996, Bridge Street was closed to traffic. The one way system along Swan Lane, Chapel Street and Mill
Street was reversed to as it is now. And so it remained for 20 years, except when Abbey Bridge was closed and we
had the two way convoy system, for nearly a year.
Evesham Traffic Model
Colin Tether had received an apology from Worcestershire County Council Highways Department for not attending
the meeting but they had sent a report on the current survey being taken around Evesham. Colin Tether briefly
explained the purpose of the survey and that it had been requested in the Evesham Town Plan when suggesting that
a “Traffic Model” was needed for the Town. The old “Table Top” spreadsheet system was not flexible enough to
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explore all the options available to investigate existing and proposed traffic flows. The VISSIM system now being
employed is done by analysing all the data collected from the traffic survey and feeding it into the computer to
generate a graphic model that can be adjusted to look at any option for improving traffic flows, including future
projections. He explained VISSIM as “a microscopic multi-modal traffic flow simulation software package” and
explained that the graphics showed individual cars, lorries, buses, even cyclists moving around the network, stopping
at pedestrian crossings and queues forming.
In parallel with this survey will be the development of pedestrian, walking and cycling network options.
Questions were taken on the following
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

If M5 is closed will this be reflected in the model?
Davis Road was not being surveyed.
Walking and cycling does not seem to be under consideration when conducting the Survey.
The model will not consider the impact of the removal of the unofficial Bewdley Street/Merstow Green rat run.
How is the existing on street parking considered on the Survey?
How long does it take from model to plan to implementation?
Will all recent, present and proposed developments be considered when making a traffic model?

Proposal 1
Colin Tether presented Proposal 1, on behalf of Kate Gardner, Laura Deacon, Bob Smith, Andrew Racey, and Lee
Fisher. This was the most popular proposal submitted to VECS. It featured a two way system from the High Street to
Waterside using Swan Lane, Chapel Street, and Mill Street. Oat Street one way would be reversed.
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Proposal 2
Dr Ablett introduced the next speaker, Anthony Dowling.

In presenting his proposal Anthony Dowling explained that it was, in common with many other people, he had
decided to produce a scheme to help traffic flow around the Town (whilst sitting in traffic). He had no success locally
so eventually wrote to WCC. with his proposal. He received little or no response to his letter so this evening’s
meeting was an opportunity to deliver it as the basis of his Proposal.
“Following the reopening of Abbey Bridge it is clear that the general traffic flow in Evesham has not been improved
and is in some respects worse than before the closure. I did hear that the Council was considering how to improve
traffic in some of the county’s towns and hope that my suggestion will be seriously considered in any modelling that
might by undertaken.
My proposal is based on an understanding of the main traffic routes, the type of vehicles using those routes and
taking into account observations made during the bridge closure. I have tried to make the simplest possible changes
to the existing arrangements.
The core of my proposal is to allow two-way travel on Mill Street for cars and light vehicles only. Traffic separation
at the sharp corner by the Mill Bank junction would be maintained by using small central ‘keep left’ signs. A 20mph
limit on the full length of this section would be advised in order to maintain control. There would be ‘width
restrictions’ at both ends of Mill Street (i.e. at its junctions with Workman Bridge/Bridge Street and Chapel
Street/Oat Street) as it is not expected that signage would be sufficient to prevent access by HGVs and other
prohibited vehicles. (Access for emergency vehicles to Mill Street would be possible by using the ‘wrong side of the
road’ under blue light conditions.)
In order to make this arrangement practicable it would also be necessary to reverse the one-way system in Swan
Lane, Chapel Street and Oat Street. The banning of HGVs from Mill Street would not be a significant problem since
deliveries to the Riverside Shopping Centre could continue to be made by using the Workman Bridge though they
would now be required to return over the Workman Bridge. Deliveries to the Co-op, Aldi etc. would be via High
Street and the reversed one-way system.
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Buses would no longer be able to use Mill Street and would need to use Abbey Bridge to reach the town centre.
This would have an adverse effect on the location of the current bus station that would now be at the wrong side of
High Street. This problem could be solved in a variety of ways such as (a) making all buses go to the railway station
to turn, (b) swapping the bus stands with the taxi and disabled parking section in High Street or (c) turning the
Chapel Street car park into a new bus station.
The main advantage of the proposal is that both bridges across the Avon would now be fully utilised thus
significantly reducing the length of journeys to Port Street and the volume of traffic using Abbey Bridge. In addition
the traffic lights at the end of Swan Lane could be eliminated although a simpler set would almost certainly be
required at the Oat Street, High Street junction."
Questions were taken on the following
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Travelling down Swan Lane
Access to Chapel Street car park. This will become long stay when Bewdley Street car park closes?
Two way traffic on Mill Street will be delayed by passenger offloads especially where disabilities are involved.
How much of this proposal will be 20MPH? It was suggested that the entire town should be 20MPH.
Chicane system of speed reduction does not work but rumble strips do.

Proposal 3
James Fleck was invited to present his scheme by the Chairman.

He explained that he had thought about this scheme for several years and the culmination was the leaflet placed on
the audience’s seats. He is responsible for a retail business which serves over seven million customers each year and
a fundamental element to the success of that business is PAVE - People, Accessibility, Visibility and Energy - without
each of these elements present, his business would not be successful and the same applies to the stability of our
town.
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The current system allows traffic to enter town by three directions - from the North via Greenhill, from the South
via Cheltenham Road & the new Abbey Bridge and from the East via Port Street and the Workman Bridge. It only
allows traffic to leave the town centre using two routes - the North and the South. Therefore one-third of the traffic
wanting to leave the town to the East is forced to join the queue with the other drivers going North or South, putting
additional pressure on those routes and associated junctions.
Consider residents who live on Common Road, Conduit Hill, Mill Bank and Robins Corner, they have to join the traffic
on the High Street whether their destination takes them in that direction or not.
There will be more development emanating from the Abbey Road proposals, therefore reducing the traffic on Abbey
Road becomes a priority, as this is the main route through the town,. He believed the new fire station would benefit
from a reduction of traffic on Abbey Road, which in turn benefits residents of Evesham and the Vale.
He suggested without good access into and out of the town, how can our community grow and thrive in the future?
What sort of energy and attraction does our town actually have, irrespective of the excellent shops, services,
housing, green spaces and festivals that are available? If residents and visitors try and even get into the town, and
they come across barriers or things which make their time in town stressful, they may not return so often.
His proposal is to provide a direct route from the High Street to Port Street and beyond via Mill Street and Workman
Bridge. The key to this new route is to reintroduce two-way traffic along Mill Street, from the junction at Oat Street,
Chapel Street and Mill Street to the Mill Street, Bridge Street junction. The introduction of three mini-roundabouts
would be required at the junctions of Oat Street with Chapel Street and Mill Street, Mill Street and Mill Bank and
Mill Street and Bridge Street. This would assist in slowing down the traffic as drivers negotiate the bends and allow
safer access into the various routes available. A traffic priority and give-way system would also assist drivers
negotiating the mini-roundabout at Mill Street and Mill Bank, especially since the proposal allows bus routes to
remain unchanged. With vehicles driving away from the High Street they would be able to give way to the buses
driving up Mill Street towards the bus stops on the High Street.
The current route restrictions for Heavy Goods Vehicles would be maintained allowing deliveries as normal since the
existing one-way system down Oat Street, along Chapel Street and Swan Lane into the High Street would remain.
Pedestrian crossings along this route would be provided, one half way along Chapel Street the other in Mill Street
near the proposed roundabout.
Driver awareness is essential to the success of this route so there would also be the need for new signage on the
High Street at the Oat Street junction directing people towards Bengeworth, Badsey, Broadway and Oxford. This
would reduce the right-turning traffic from Waterside into Port Street, but would be replaced by straight-on traffic
from Workman Bridge. Considerations would need to be made regarding the signal timings at this junction and
perhaps an advance green from Workman Bridge into Port Street and Waterside
In summarising James Fleck did not believe that his proposal would have any negative ramifications to road safety.
Cyclists would also benefit from the proposal, as it would reduce their journeys in the same was as vehicles. All the
existing car parks would be just as accessible; the Riverside multi-storey car park would become more accessible. He
believed his proposal could be implemented with a reasonably small investment and with very few changes to the
connecting roadways which will lessen driver confusion and frustration.
Questions were taken on the following
1) Why not make Chapel and Oat Street 2 way?
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Pedestrian crossing on Chapel Street will interfere with bus stop and entrance to car park.
Offloading difficulties on a two way system as previously mentioned.
HGV’s frequently misuse restricted road systems where weight and width restrictions exist.
Although presently one way down Oat Street there are often problems for cyclists and pedestrians negotiating it.
How would you deal with crossover traffic with one and two way systems?
Could Conduit Hill be used and Mill Bank be incorporated into the scheme as one way systems?

Proposal 4
Phil Cooper was introduced by the Chairman.

Phil had lived in the Town for over 50years and generally agreed with James Fleck except he proposed widening the
section of Oat Street adjacent to the car park. He also believed box junctions were a better solution than
roundabouts
At the moment Evesham Town Centre can be viewed as an Island with 4 roads in (2 over the river and 2 over the
railway) and 3 roads out. This alone creates traffic congestion on those roads exiting the town. Therefore he thought
it wise to open up the 4th exit point relieving traffic on the other 3.
Oat Street would still be one way from the High Street Box Junction leading onto another box junction on Mill Street
/Chapel Street. Mill Street to be a two way system from the Workman Bridge Traffic lights to its junction with Oat
Street / Chapel Street junction. He believed Mill Street a vastly under used road, it is wide but often restricted by
cars illegally parked on double yellow lines, but its use would also allow vehicles to access the multi storey car park
at Riverside Shopping Centre from the High Street.
The proposal keeps the one way road from Chapel Street into Swan Lane, where the inevitable traffic build up at
certain times of the day can queue at the traffic lights into High Street. He felt the introduction of a two way relief
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system around Conduit Hill and Mill Bank could help overcome some of the congestion problems in Swan Lane. He
also thought traffic heading for Port Street would not back up as far as the Oat Street Box Junction because of the
capacity of the two-way system proposed. Rynal Place would need to be made one way at Conduit Hill to deter rat
running through Leicester Grove and Rynal Place.
The traffic on High Street and Abbey Road would be lessened by being able to split off into Oat Street for those
wishing to go to the Bengeworth, Badsey and Broadway Districts, relieving traffic heading for Hampton and
Cheltenham Road areas.
He believed the system would not have any impact on the pedestrianised areas of the town and to be a relatively
cheap and simple way to ease Evesham’s traffic problems. It would not require traffic lights, which just stop the flow
of traffic, as witnessed whilst the New Bridge was being rebuilt. A certain amount of junction widening and the loss
of a few parking bays would facilitate ease of traffic movement within this area of town.
Questions were taken on the following.
1) Box junctions were not normally observed. Who has right of way and what alternative could be used?
2) Could weight restricted vehicles be used as they are in other towns with restrictions on width and weight?
3) If the bus stop is closed in Chapel Street where would it be relocated? It was thought to be used mostly as a rest
stop.
4) Will Chapel Street car park be removed?
5) Parking and off-loading will be a problem for the Scheme

Proposal 5
Finally Jim Powell presented his proposals and was introduced by the Chair. Although he is Chairman of the Vale of
the Evesham Civic Society, his proposal was not representative of the Society.
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He had considered this problem over many years and believed that the suggestions to-date only tweaked the
existing unsatisfactory traffic plan. He proposed that the whole of the main roads should be one way, with all traffic
going north up Abbey Road, Vine Street and High Street to its Junction with Swan Lane. East into Swan Lane, Chapel
Street, Mill Street, and Bridge Street to its junction with Waterside then complete the circuit south west along
Waterside to Abbey Road Bridge. All traffic lights to be removed and replaced with mini roundabouts and pedestrian
lights to be replaced with speed tables topped with pedestrian crossings. This inner ring road system would have a
20 MPH restriction.
He believed such a system would be much easier for pedestrians and cyclists but acknowledged that the relocation
of the Fire Station presented a problem for access to the south of the Town. Access from the west and south of the
town to Port Street / Bengeworth areas could be along Fairfield, Davis Road and off the bypass. The Hampton
Cheltenham Road link road would be essential.
Questions were taken on the following.
1) Emergency services would be restricted by the one way system.
2) The Fairfield Action Group welcomed the 20MPH restriction explaining it was their objective for Fairfield but also
a restriction on traffic usage. This scheme would exacerbate the “rat run” situation that currently exists.
3) It was suggested that this scheme had been proposed 30 years previously but no action was taken.
4) How would you get from Conduit Hill to Worcester?
5) The system would not work when Waterside was flooded.
6) How would public transport be affected by this scheme, especially the location of the bus station?
The Chair thanked all the speakers for their contributions and ask if there were any other questions or suggestions
from the floor.
1) What will happen when the Waitrose store is completed and the Albert Road/Merstow Green rat run is closed?
2) More lanes are needed on the A46, even the reintroduction of 3 lanes with stricter lane control and penalties.
3) Cheltenham Road traffic light filtering traffic turning right into Waterside. The filter should match the duration of
the Abbey / Pershore Road filter.
4) Cheltenham Road to Pershore Road Link road. What impact would this have on Pershore?
5) Bridge Street / Mill Street area is very busy in the evening with take away traffic. With little or no parking
allowed there is congestion. This applies to lower Port Street as well.
6) Has the impact of 200 houses off Abbey Road been considered yet? It was noted that the original application for
380 houses and offices is still under consideration.
7) Is the Chadbury end of the old Worcester Road to be closed to traffic? There will be serious traffic problems if
this happens.
8) The time lapse between pedestrian crossing lights should be 1 minute. The lights in the High Street are 25
seconds and this causes a traffic delay.
9) A park and ride for the Town was suggested by an email from Mr Ian Simpson. He briefly outlined his proposal.
10) Car parking in the High Street was criticized for its layout. It was thought to cause delay to traffic flow when
manoeuvring into place.
11) Had the Civic Society considered being on Facebook?
Colin Tether advised that the Worcestershire County Council Local Transport Plan 4 is in the process of being drafted
and that the Town Council would welcome suggestions that might enhance the Town. Consultations would be during
October. He concluded by giving a vote of thanks to the Chair Dr. Sue Ablett and for the skilful way in which she
controlled the meeting.
Part 1. Report by John Goodwin, August 2016
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A Traffic System for Evesham
Part 2: Other Options Available
Two other traffic systems for Evesham were known to the Civic Society. However neither proposer was available to
make a presentation. They were not shown at the meeting.
David Way

Mark Goodge
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A Traffic System for Evesham
Part 3: Analysis and Summary of Correspondence and Questionnaire Response
Introduction:
The Civic Society had advertised the meeting asking for ideas to be presented. Some response had been received
including those who put themselves forward to speak.
Questionnaires were available at the meeting to be filled in by those present so that they may state which of the 5
options presented they preferred. They were also invited to make other comments. The questionnaires were either
filled in and collected at the meeting or left later at the ‘Imagine’ shop by arrangement.
The analysis and summary presented here is a combination of the original correspondence and the questionnaires.
Views on the Options Presented
Option 1.
15 people supported this. However, as it was not subject to discussion at the meeting, it would not be right to
quantify this support in comparison with the others as it was not subject to scrutiny.
The following proposals were also made:
• Roundabout at High Street/Swan Lane
• No left turn out of Swan Lane, no right turn out of Oat Street
• Parking in Swan Lane relocated to Chapel Street car park
The following problems were mentioned:
• Mill Street premises need servicing and cannot support two-way traffic as stationary vehicles would cause
obstruction.
• Port Street could not take any additional traffic, if Swan Lane were to be made two-way.
• Waterside/Port Street signals not capable of accepting additional traffic movements.
Option 2
5 people supported this. One said it would also help Avon Street traffic movements.
The following proposals were also made:
• Make Oat Street left turn out only
The following problems were mentioned:
• Too complex
Option 3
7 people supported this.
The following proposals were also made:
• Pedestrian bridge over Chapel Street
• Widen Oat Street
The following problems were mentioned:
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•
•

Concern about opposing flows causing congestion
Congestion in Port Street, needs to be kept clear with better enforcement

Option 4
2 people supported this.
The following problems were mentioned:
• Box junctions not effective in controlling traffic at junctions.
Option 5
7 people supported this.
The following proposals were also made:
• Make system anti-clockwise
The following problems were mentioned:
• Access to hospital
• Longer route from fire station
• System would not work when Waterside is flooded.
Other Suggestions
Extend Bypass: 18 people suggested extending the Evesham bypass from the football ground roundabout to
Pershore Road in Hampton. Of those people 2 said that it should also be extended to Worcester Road to protect
Pershore from additional traffic.
20mph Limit: 8 people suggested this was needed in the town centre area or throughout the town. One suggested
that it would make traffic flow more freely.
Abbey Road/Waterside junction:
• 9 people said that a right turn filter light was needed from Cheltenham Road.
• 4 people suggested that the traffic signals were replaced with a roundabout.
• 2 people said a longer right turning lane is needed in Cheltenham Road
High Street and Vine Street Angled Parking: 7 people said the parking should be re-aligned as it is difficult to use and
unpopular. One stated that it caused delay to through traffic.
Pedestrian crossings:
• 4 people said more crossings were needed and more precedent should be given to pedestrians
• 2 people said signal crossings caused delay and should be synchronised.
• One suggestion crossings on raised tables.
Improvements to A46 Evesham Bypass:
• 4 people said that all or part of the bypass should be made a dual carriageway and 1 person suggested two
lanes in one direction, one in the other.
• 2 people suggested changing lane markings on approach to roundabouts.
• One suggested banning all right turns between roundabouts
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•

Two suggested installing signals at the roundabouts.

Roundabouts suggested: 2 people said unspecified signals should be replaced with roundabouts. Roundabouts were
suggested at the following locations: Elm Road/Offenham Road, Worcester Road/Tesco entrance, Cheltenham
Road/Davies Road.
Rat Runs: 2 people expressed concern about rat run through Fairfields. 2 people said that action should be taken to
stop the Briar Close to Merstow Green rat run traffic having precedence at the Vine Street/Merstow Green
roundabout. One suggested signing to deter that rat run at Worcester Road.
Traffic Reduction: 8 people suggested that traffic should be reduced in various ways. These were provision of cycle
facilities, footbridges over the river, park and ride, banning of HGVs in town centre. 2 people emphasised that no
further housing developments should be allowed.
The following were individual responses
Radical Road System changes:
• Close Cheltenham Road close to A46 to reduce through traffic in Evesham.
• Build new road between Common Road and the A46 along the old railway line.
• Pedestrianisation of part of the High Street with Park and Ride facilities based at Twyford roundabout and
Football Club roundabout. Buses to circulate around town to Park and Rides with stops at schools at
appropriate times.
Parking – Other Proposals:
• Place parking in the High Street along the centre of the road.
• Parking should not be allowed in the Market Place. Coach parking was needed in the town centre.
Congestion Points:
• Greenhill by Victoria Avenue – caused by school coaches for the High School.
• Workman Bridge/Bridge Street – cars parked outside takeaways.
Other proposals:
• Ban right turn in to Lidl store in Port Street
• Provide signals at Elm Road/Offenham Road junction.
• Provide filter from Worcester Road into Greenhill.
• Change staging of signals for Avon Street at High Street/Swan Lane to provide additional capacity.
Part 2 & 3, Reports by Colin Tether, August 2016.

